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One of the most important
elements of donors stewardship
Can make or break donor
retention
Offers next steps

The Value of Thank You



Solicited too soon after gift without
being thanked or shown the
impact of their gift
Think their gift doesn't matter or
make a difference
Think other nonprofits are more
deserving
Not feeling connected to your
cause

Reasons Donors Stop Giving



Donor Retention Rates 

Source: The Nonprofit Recurring Giving Benchmark Report by NextAfter



Update your thank you letters yearly 
Write at same time as appeal

Send them out ASAP (48 hours if possible)
Customize and personalize the letters
Show impact
Make letters donor-centric
Don't include an ask 

TY Letter Best Practices



Donors value a personalized experience
Reference giving history

"Since 2016 you have supported our
cause"

Have a template library for different
gifts/thank yous

Use Batch Codes
Good data entry is key 

Customizing and Personalizing

https://donorsnap.com/support/docs/batch-code/


What to Include?
Notify you received a gift and are grateful
Specifics of where the gift was directed
Donation details: amount, date, appeal,
campaign
IRS requirements if applicable
A real signature
Logo/mission statement/branding
A good PS
Include a powerful story & impact of gift
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Dry opening and impersonal

Not making the letter donor-
centeric

Not from an actual person

Does not tell how they will
use the donation
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Warm

Hopeful

Donor Centric

Use of PS space



Thanking Recurring Donors
Consider a welcome packet
Have a strong initial thank you letter for when they first sign up

Let them know what to expect (monthly receipts or year-end
tax statement or both?)

Find ways to get personal every so often
Handwritten notes
Special events
Newsletter



Recurring Donors Sample TY

Includes frequency and amount
Highlights impact of monthly gifts
Let them know what to expect
Contact info to manage gift



Thanking Online Donations
Make sure online donors get an immediate thank you

Confirmation Page
Confirmation Email

Then send the acknowledgment letter ~ Print or Email
Email is perfectly fine for online donations



Acknowledgment letters are an invaluable
part of your donor stewardship process
Thank you letters should be personalized
and updated often
Avoid dry language that feels impersonal
Attend next week's webinar

Final Thoughts


